Identification of peripheral vessels in oral and maxillofacial regions on magnetic resonance angiography obtained using a balanced steady-state free-precession sequence with a time-spatial labeling inversion pulse and using fresh blood imaging.
To elucidate the characteristics of visualizing thin main peripheral vessels in oral and maxillofacial regions of 3-dimensional magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) using a balanced steady-state free-precession (SSFP) sequence with a time-spatial labeling inversion pulse (time-SLIP) and using fresh blood imaging (FBI). The conspicuity of blood vessels and the characteristics on MRA using SSFP with a time-SLIP was compared with those on MRA using FBI in 20 healthy participants. The conspicuity of the main peripheral arteries was significantly higher on MRA using SSFP with a time-SLIP than on MRA using FBI. MRA scans using SSFP were obtained in all participants, and scans using FBI were obtained in 16 of 20 participants. An electrocardiogram was unnecessary when using SSFP but was necessary when using FBI. MRA obtained using SSFP with a time-SLIP is a useful technique to visualize thin main peripheral arteries in the oral and maxillofacial regions without contrast medium.